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"The snare is setâ€”leaving, friendships, lives, and futures dangling in the balance"ENTRAPMENT

continues the epic new romantic suspense series INFIDELITY, featuring Lennox "Nox" Demetri,

Alexandria "Charli" Collins, the Montagues, and the Demetris. The thrills, heat, and suspense

continue to add up...One chance meetingplus...One sexy, possessive alpha and one spunky,

determined heroine plus...One week of uncontainable, unbridled passionplus...One impulsive

decision times...Two declarations of lovedivided by... The sum of intertwining pasts, lies, and broken

rules equals...ENTRAPMENT"Infidelity - it isn't what you think"Don't miss this latest novel in the

Infidelity series from New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Aleatha Romig. The

classic twists, turns, deceptions, and devotions will have readers on the edge of their seats,

discovering answers that continue to pose questions. Be ready to swoon one minute and scream

the next. Have you been Aleatha'd?ENTRAPMENT is the fourth of five full-length novels in the

INFIDELITY series: Betrayal, Cunning, Deception, Entrapment, and Fidelity.*This series does not

advocate nor does it condone cheating.
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Each time that I review a novel of the Infidelity series, I make it a point to emphasize this series in

not about cheating on a partner or spouse. I know many readers are sensitive to the topic of

cheating, but according to author Aleatha Romig, â€œThe Infidelity series does not advocate of

glorify cheating. This series is about the inner struggle of compromising your beliefs in your

heart.â€•Prepare yourself for a serious case of anxiety if you choose to read this expertly crafted

dark romantic suspense series. Prepare yourself for deceit. Lies. Threats. Betrayal. Abuse.

Entrapment. With each novel released, Romig continues to ratchet up the intensity as we are

approaching the climax of the series. Alexandria â€œCharliâ€• Charles Montague Collins finds

herself caught in a sticky spider web, trapped in a â€œhouse of horrorsâ€• in Entrapment, the fourth

full-length novel of this five book series.Would you like to experience a crazy adrenaline rush?

Romigâ€™s words are angst-inducing from the very start! The prologue of Entrapment recalls the

rather disturbing end of Deception, and then the angst starts building from chapter one, peaking at

the climax of the novel. Entrapment is thrilling, exciting to read, but it was also scary for me because

Iâ€™ve really come to embrace some of Romigâ€™s characters in this series. As the novel nears its

climax, the action becomes more urgent, more fear-inducing, even promising violence, and then

Romig pulls the rug out from under us with one of the cruelest cliffhangers ever written!The writing

and character dialogue in Entrapment flows beautifully. So far, in this series, Romigâ€™s writing has

been seamless from one book to the next.

I so wish I could give this Book 10 stars because it enraged me to the depths of my core that NO

other book has ever enraged me on the inside, my entire being held such a fury of fire. It's this style

of books, and even though I say Enraged I Still Love the book but some of the characters and parts

of the book I hated, is it ok to love and hate a book? For me absolutely because I am invested into

the entire concept and she wanted me furious, it was the plan of this writer to keep us on our toes to

dig in our brains and think back into the other books and answer our own what if, buts and whys if

we can, to bring all these books together to start entwining them. Because in truth we just got

Aleatha'd all over Again! Yep, You did that Aleatha Romig! The writing in the book is so intense that

you do not want to put it down for a second, maybe a break here of there but for the most part I was

in the Zone yep Aleatha's Crazy Frenzy Reading Zone. You can only stop to rest just enough to

muddle through the work day because you have get back and finish the book. I had read all but 10

chapters but I knew they would be doozies and I needed a break a clear head to get to the end! And

Goodness that ending, I wont lie its a Big ole cliffy and its disturbing and made me feel Rage! I



wanted to punch people and become a wild woman, yep you did that as well Aleatha! lol But it is

such great writing that its all real, seriously it feels like this is all real, not fiction. Through these

books we have invested time and learned and loved these people and want to help them, defend

them. She has built her characters up to such a level that you are furious when they falter because

this is fiction they are not suppose to do that not "these people".

Entrapment (Infidelity #4) by Aleatha Romig4.5 stars!!!â€œMy Charli was the most beautiful blue dot

in the world.â€•Entrapment is the penultimate book in the totally thrilling Infidelity series and Aleatha

Romig doesnâ€™t let up on this rollercoaster ride. It seems we are going around again!! After the

jaw dropping ending to Deception, Entrapment begins where we were left hanging.Charli is once

again in the hands of her evil step father, Alton and Bryce, the man that she is expected to marry,

two men that I wouldnâ€™t and couldnâ€™t trust as far as I could throw them. The lengths that

these two will go to, to line their pockets with ill-gotten gains holds no bounds. Alton and Bryce are

two men without morals or scruples and it seems that they havenâ€™t played their best hand

yet.â€œI knew that no one within the manor would throw me a life raft. I was alone in a sea of

people.â€•Entrapment is a total role reversal from the previous books. In Entrapment, Charli really

shows her inner strength and shows that she can be just as conniving as the men that are trying to

dictate her life. Charli has a plan, but it remains to be seen whether it holds any merit and the

possibilities for failure are endless especially when she is up against two men that are dictators and

have a bottomless pit of money at their fingertips to ensure her co-operation. Blackmail, security,

locks, tracking, video feeds are the bane of her life and ensure her compliance. She is a hamster in

a cage and big brother was definitely watching.â€œYou said it, Alex. Nothing here is real.â€•Charli

has to pull on every ounce of reserve she has to get through this, but it is Noxâ€™s love and the

love that she has for her mother that keeps her going.
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